
Characterization + Character Motivation: How it works

There are six types of characterization: four direct types, and two indirect.
The four direct types: Appearance | Action | Dialogue | Thought
The two indirect types: Characterization by Author | Characterization by Another Character

Appearance   The visual representation of a character is the �rst the reader will encounter, so it is 
especially important, as it prompts a reader’s �rst reaction to a character. Facial features, body shape and 
size, clothing and personal style, and belongings or objects owned by the character can make statements 
about the character’s inner world, about her beliefs, intelligence, social standing, and basic essence. The 
man in the blue pin-stripped suit is telling us something di�erent from the one wearing the grey hoodie, 
and the woman with the long-fake �ngernails and boa scarf makes a di�erent statement than the one 
wearing a gingham apron and a ponytail. 

In addition to the reactions to and perceptions of characters our readers have, our characters also have 
perceptions of themselves and each other. If we create a character who has looked the same all his life, he 
will see himself in a particular way due to regular and sustained experiences with his physical appearance. 
But if his looks change drastically and instantly, for instance, if he’s in a horrible accident and goes from 
attractive to dis�gured, of if he’s dis�gured at the beginning of the story and undergoes surgery to 
reshape his face, he’ll have a new view of himself. 

Action   Another way to think about the mode of appearance for characterization is through movement: 
the way she walks, the way she picks up a glass, sneezes, or laughs. 

It’s important to note that movement and action are di�erent in �ction writing. Movement is the actual physi-
cal movements of characters, and action is the events that take place and the choices the characters make 
to move the story forward.

When it comes to action, characters must be capable of causing action and being changed by it. It helps to 
think of story as a process of change. In Writing Fiction, Janet Burroway and Elizabeth Stuckey-French,  say 
that action “means that a character driven by desire takes an action with an expected result, but some-
thing intervenes. Some force outside the character presents itself, in the form of information or accident or 
the behavior of others or the elements. The unknown becomes known, and then the discoverer must 
either take action or deliberately not take action, involving readers in the tension of the narrative query: 
and then what happens?”

So it works through the process of action (by the character), discovery (of an obstacle), then decision 
(what will the character do with the new information?).
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